
The Woodchurch Housing Estate 
 
Birkenhead Corporation originally purchased the land upon which the present 
estate was built in 1926 from E.B. Royden of Hillbark, Frankby. The Lancaster 
planning firm of T.R. Mawson and Company were set the task of preparing a plan 
for the Arrowe Estate which was published in 1929, giving detailed ‘garden city’ 
ideas. Urban building, however, developed land closer to Birkenhead, and so 
these early plans were never put into operation. 
 
The blitz on Birkenhead during 1940-1 destroyed many homes while over 26,000 
were damaged. Planners suggested that a minimum of 10,000 new homes would 
be required when war was over. In 1944 two more estate plans were devised, as 
the fields of Woodchurch were now the largest expanse of undeveloped land 
owned by the borough. 
 
The first plan, by Charles Reilly, focused on forty four greens around which 
homes would be arranged to encourage social community. The second, by the 
Borough Engineers Department under B. Robinson, was more orthodox, based 
on crescents. 
 
Further council deliberations led to a fourth plan prepared by H. Rowse, the 
Liverpool architect. It kept the idea of cottage homes with roads based on a 
geometric pattern with an impressive central area, more land given to private 
gardens rather than communal greens, although grass verges along boulevards 
remained an important element. 
 
The difficult problem of absorbing the old village into the plans was hardly 
considered as an element in any of the designs. 
 
The Rowse plan was adopted and actual building work commenced in 1946. The 
first house was completed in 1947 and the first developments were, indeed, 
impressive. The rural cottage inspiration is evident on the early housing which 
can be viewed along the estate’s southern boundary facing Woodchurch Road, 
and along Home Farm Road. These first stages of the estate earned an Award 
from the Ministry of Housing in 1950 for new estate design. 
 
By 1953, when the 1000th house was occupied, control of development passed 
from Rowse to T Brittain and pressure for quicker building meant that decisions 
were made that the number of houses was of prime importance and 
developments reverted from the original ideas to higher density conventional 
homes including flats and maisonettes. 
 
A community centre was eventually built with a swimming pool, but Rowse’s 
original grander communal focus was developed for high rise flats.  
 



In recent history, much of the estate has undergone refurbishment and many 
occupiers have taken advantage of the right to buy opportunity, funding 
improvements to modernise property. Shops on Hoole Road have been 
developed, while shopping units on Home Farm Road and nearer Arrowe Park 
continue to decline, partly due to the development of an Asda supermarket on 
Woodchurch Road, and the moving of the library to a new site at Fender School. 
 
The high rise flats on the Upton edge of the estate have now been demolished -  
the last bricks are being removed as this is typed! 
 
The population of the estate now exceeds 10,000, easily the largest estate in 
Wirral. 
 
 
 
 


